Session I 9:00-10:30

Panel 1: Exchange (Jones 102)
**Design Thinking: (Re)Modeling Latin American Studies**
Michael Bromberg, Huevones and Boludos: *The “Routinization” of Insults in the Southern Cone*
Martin Mejia, *Not Tailored for Us: Analyzing Democracy with a Latin American Perspective*
Torsten Blue, *The Effect of Colombia’s Illicit Economy on FARC Ideology*
José Nicolas Cabrera-Schneider, *Can We Use Multi-Species Ecological Models to Gain Insights into Foreign Direct Investment Inflows in Latin American Countries?*
Discussant: Ludovico Feoli, The Center for Inter-American Policy and Research (CIPR)

Panel 2: Identity (Jones 108)
**Dangerous Intersections: Race, Gender and Resistance in the Black Atlantic**
Lilian Lombera, Diálogos entre cimarrones: *Connecting New Orleans Black Indian Practices and Cuban Musical Performance*
Carolina Timoteo de Oliveira, “*We Ain’t Just Dancing*”: Samba De Roda and Religious Freedom in Belo Horizonte, Brazil
Nile Pierre, *Black Roots and Liberation Routes: Recentering Racial Discussions of Cuban Rap on Women*
Huiying Cui, *Consumerism and Symbolism: A Brief Analysis on Cuban Postcards and Stereographs 1900-1950*
Discussant: Christopher Dunn, Department of Spanish and Portuguese
Session II 10:45-12:00
Panel 3: Encounter (Jones 102)
The Politics of Fear: Violence in Colombia and Central America
Sarah Scism, *Intolerance in Mercy Park: Xenophobia and the Nicaraguan Refugee in Costa Rica*
Tara Yanez, *Social Policy, Legacies of Conflict, and Urban Violence in Cali, Colombia*
Griffin Smith, *Changing a Culture of Fear: Community-Based Trauma Prevention and Ongoing Violence in El Salvador*
Discussant: Rachel Schwartz, The Center for Inter-American Policy and Research

Panel 4: Creativity (Jones 108)
Language, Labor and Power in MesoAmerican History
Catie Wilde, *A Return to Roots: The Maya-Teotihuacan Inscription Copan’s Temple 26*
Nicolas Barnum, *The Mundane and the Sacred: Social Hierarchy in Bilingual and Multilingual New Spain*
Jasmine Gloria, *Excavating the Diaries of Sylvanus Morley: Local Labor Use in Maya Archaeology*
Discussant: Marc Zender, Department of Anthropology

Session III 1:00-2:30
Panel 5: Welfare (Jones 102)
Education and Collaboration in Latin American Health Care Reform
Sydney Young, *Two Steps Forward, One Step Back: State Feminism and Sexual Education Under Lula*
Rebecca Kang Moran, *The Impact of Play on Childhood Development: Based on an Interview from the Director of an NGO that Promotes Play and Past Literature*
Katherine Conroy, *Let’s Talk About Sex: Brazil’s Sexual Education in the Digital Era*
Discussant: Katherine Andrinopoulos, School of Public Health and Tropical Medicine

Panel 6: Nation (Jones 108)
DIY Nation: Community, Culture and Civic Imagination in Contemporary Latin America
Carson Sanders, *El Paquete vs. La Mochila: Piracy Culture in Cuba in Summer 2019*
Madeline Ninno, “One Always Loses with Modernization”: Historical Heritage and the Cultural Economy of the Mercado San Telmo”
Anna Dobard, *Half-Hearted Solutions to a Holistic Problem? Assessing the Failure to Collaborate in Water Management in El Salvador*
Ryan Herrschaft, *Las Metas de ONUSIDA: A Qualitative Exploration of the Response to the Argentine HIV/AIDS Crisis*
Discussant: Rosanne Adderley, Department of History